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Isaac Gracie - Terrified
Tom: A
Intro: D   Gb   D   Gb

[Verse]

       D
Well I sleep all day
Gb
drink all night
     D
just give me one reason
         Gb
and i'll turn off my light
       D          Gb
now im terrified
       D          Gb
now im terrified

[Verse]

        D
and ive heard all the people
Gb
calling my name
    D
but they will never see just how
Gb
I have changed
       D          Gb
now im terrified
       D          Gb
now im terrified

[Chorus]

           Bm                        E
but I dont wanna be your boy I wanna be your man
    Bm                         E
but somethings got me wrong inside
       Bm
and im looking for the answer
       E
I dont understand
    Bm                E
and darling I'm terrified
I'm terrified

[Chorus]
     D     Gb                    Bm
that maybe I wasn't cut out for this
   E7
oh oh..now im terrified
     D     Gb                    Bm
that maybe I wasn't cut out for this
    E7
oh oh

[Verse]

             D
you know its hard to explain
       Gb
how it got this way
    D                      Gb
now people only wanna know why
       D                          Gb
I wish I had an answer that would make it okay
        D                      Gb
but the truth is im just terrified

           D                      Gb
and I dont need to remember but I wanna forget
               D
cause theres a hole in my head
        Gb
where I hide my regrets
       D         Gb
now im terrifed
       D         Gb
now im terrifed
[Chorus]

           Bm                        E
but I dont wanna be your boy I wanna be your man
    Bm                         E
but somethings got me wrong inside
       Bm
and im looking for the answer
       E
I dont understand
     Bm              E
and darling im terrified

im terrified

[Bridge]

     D     Gb                  Bm
that maybe I wasnt cut out for this
    E7
oh oh ...now im terrified
     D     Gb                  Bm
that maybe I wasnt cut out for this
    E7
oh oh
                    D       Gb
no you can come and save me
                       Bm    E7
but you have to take a risk
                   D    Gb
so terrified that maybe
                    Bm    E7
I wasnt cut out for this

I wasnt cut out for this
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